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Market Overview
• Hard currency assets performed well with sovereign spreads
ending the quarter 34 basis points tighter from where they
began.
• Emerging market corporates also ended the quarter tighter,
though to a lesser degree, compressing 16 basis points versus
U.S. Treasuries.
• Local currency assets continued their second quarter
underperformance, driven by an August sell-off that outweighed
rallies in July and September.

Strategy Performance
• The Emerging Market Debt strategy returned 0.80% (gross
of fees) for the third quarter of 2018, outperforming the
Logan Circle Blended Index by 23 basis points (0.57%).
• The strategy’s exposure to local currency assets attributed to
almost all the underperformance over the third quarter.
• The strategy’s exposure to special situation corporate assets
aided returns and offset a drag created by exposure in
Turkish corporates.

Outlook
• We believe that the sell-off in emerging markets has created
numerous pockets of value when we consider the underlying
fundamentals.
• We view Chinese willingness to stimulate their economy to
offset the growth impacts of trade related headwinds as a
net positive.
• While we have maintained positivity throughout a
challenging market (and have paid for it), we are constantly
evaluating the logic of this decision and remain optimistic
despite the resounding uptick in negativity surrounding the
asset class.

Third Quarter 2018

Market Overview
The third quarter of 2018 could be best compared to
that of a whipsaw. After a challenging second quarter,
markets rebounded in July only to give-way to a hectic
and disorderly sell-off in August, due in large part to the
high beta space. A strong rebound during the month of
September would help to ease some of the pain
experienced within hard currency assets in August, but
local currency assets still lagged behind as the
underperformer.
Despite the volatility, hard currency assets performed
well. Sovereign spreads ended the quarter 34 basis
points tighter from where they began, as the news of
Middle Eastern inclusion in the EMBI fueled a late
quarter spread rally in Qatar, Saudi Arabia and Abu
Dhabi. At the index level, all regions experienced
decent performance to tighter spreads across the
board. At the country level, almost every country ended
the quarter tighter with the exception of Argentina,
Turkey
and
Venezuela
(all
high
profile
underperformers). When considering the local currency
volatility and the late quarter sell-off in U.S. interest
rates, it was still an impressive performance.
In addition, emerging market corporates also ended the
quarter tighter, though to a lesser degree, compressing
16 basis points versus U.S. Treasuries. The tightening
was fairly uniform across both high grade and high yield
assets with most sectors, except financials, ending
tighter quarter over quarter. Interestingly, some of the
larger markets, such as Brazil, lagged the rally due to
worries about the upcoming election. In addition, the
August sell-off focused on credits more reliant on
capital market access.
Local currency assets continued their second quarter
underperformance, driven by an August sell-off that
outweighed rallies in July and September. Argentina
and Turkey dominated the negative headlines but
Philippines and Russia also added to the negative total
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returns at the country level. Unlike the hard currency markets, local currency performance was very
idiosyncratic. Markets such as Brazil and Chile generated decent positive total returns and South Africa
managed to make a late quarter run into positive territory.

Strategy Performance
The Emerging Market Debt strategy returned 0.80%
(gross of fees) for the third quarter of 2018,
outperforming the Logan Circle Blended Index by 23
basis points (0.57%).
The strategy’s exposure to local currency assets
attributed to almost all the underperformance over the
third quarter. The two largest detractors from returns
resulted from the strategy’s early quarter exposure to
Turkey and Argentinian local assets. Despite a
slightly short exposure to Turkish Lira, it was not
enough to offset the whole move lower. On the
positive side, Mexican local currency assets
performed well on the back of NAFTA agreement
optimism and early selling of Russian local assets
missed almost all of their downside.
Despite what felt like an otherwise challenging
quarter, the late rally helped recoup a significant
portion of downward momentum in August and the
second quarter for emerging market assets.
Exposure in Ecuador, Indonesia, Angola, and Ukraine
were all significant positives. Balancing out some of
the good stories was a reduced exposure in Zambia
and lack of exposure to Brazilian sovereign assets,
both of which were a slight drag on returns. Arguably
the most surprising move existed in Argentinian hard
currency assets which generated a slight positive
return despite the FX moves on the back of a front
loaded and larger IMF package. Inclusion of the GCC
countries into the EMBI boosted the strategy’s hard
currency returns in the region, tightening by 15 to 30
basis points at the long end of the curve.
The strategy’s exposure to corporate assets
outperformed. Special situation corporates aided
returns and offset a drag created by exposure in
Turkish corporates. The bonds of a Communications
issuer also slightly contributed to returns after a mid
quarter slump and an unattractive tender was met by
significant investor resistance, forcing the company
into an open dialogue with investors. Conversely, the
bonds of an Energy issuer was a marginal drag on
returns based on the negative news coming

out of Zambia and a lack of resolution on their
negotiations with the tax authorities.
The Logan Circle Emerging Markets Blended Index is comprised of 35% JP Morgan EMBI Global Index,
35% JP Morgan CEMBI Broad Diversified Index and 30% JP Morgan EMBI-EM Global Diversfied Index.
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Past performance is not indicative of future results. Net of fee returns reflect the deduction of investment
advisory fees and are calculated in the same manner as gross of fee returns. Net of fee returns are
calculated using the highest fee rate disclosed in the Firm’s ADV. Fees for separate accounts may be
negotiable depending upon asset size and type of account.
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Outlook
While we acknowledge that the U.S. and China are heading down the path of a broader and more advanced
trade standoff, we believe that the sell-off in emerging markets has created numerous pockets of value when
we consider the underlying fundamentals. Current accounts, where needed, are adjusting due to large
currency moves and shifts in local demand. Furthermore, governments are reacting proactively; both of which
are good signs. We view Chinese willingness to stimulate their economy to offset the growth impacts of trade
related headwinds as a net positive. While this is not a viable long-term solution, the stimulus will clearly
support aggregate demand and allow for a smoother adjustment. Further, we believe that value has been
created because Chinese stimulus acts with a lag and many export sectors in emerging markets are trading
at significant discounts to developed markets. One of the key attributes of emerging economies today is they
have free floating currencies, which act as relief valves in times of economic stress. While currency weakness
does arouse fear of serviceability of foreign debt (both corporate and government), it also changes investment
and consumption behavior which can quickly close the current account deficits and aid in rebalancing the
markets. Also, several emerging market corporates are exporters with hard currency revenue streams and
local currency cost bases, a profitable combination in times of stress.
With many high yield assets offering generous yields and governments beginning to make policy decisions
reflecting recent difficulty, the return profile appears asymmetric to the upside. Currency weakness has come
too far and offers value over the medium term despite the continuation of short term volatility. While we have
maintained positivity throughout a challenging market (and have paid for it), we are constantly evaluating the
logic of this decision and remain optimistic despite the resounding uptick in negativity surrounding the asset
class.
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